Four statistics on set partitions were introduced by Wachs and White. These statistics had q-Stirling numbers as their distribution generating function. The distribution of these statistics on non-crossing statistics was investigated by Simion. We introduce classes of statistics which interpolate between pairs of these four statistics. We give sufficient conditions for these classes to be q-Stirling distributed. We describe the restriction of these classes to non-crossing statistics. We also describe an interpolating statistic between the set partition major index of Sagan and its "hard" analog,
INTRODUCTION
In [WW] Wachs and White investigated four natural statistics on set partitions, called Ib, rs, Is, and rb. They showed, using combinatorial methods, that each had the same distribution (up to an additive constant), whose generating function was the q-Stirling number of the second kind of Gould [Go] . The statistics ls and lb were called "easy" because the q-Stirling recursion followed easily from the definition of the statistic. The statistics rs and rb were called "hard" because the q-Stirling recursion was not immediate from the definition. Furthermore, they found that the joint distribution of lb and ls was the same as the joint distribution of rs and rb. The two-variable generating function for this joint distribution was called the p, q-Stirling number of the second kind.
Since this paper, there have been a number of other contributions in this area [Sa] [Le] [Si] [Wa] . Of interest to this present investigation is the work of Simion [Si] on non-crossing partitions. In this work, she shows that the statistics lb and rs have the same distribution on non-crossing partitions, and the statistics ls and rb have the same distribution on non-crossing partitions. Their generating functions give q-analogs of the Narayana numbers. Furthermore, the joint distribution of Ib and Is is the same as the joint distribution of rs and rb on non-crossing partitions. The bijections given in [WW] do not restrict to non-crossing partitions, so the proofs in [Si] were necessarily different from those in [WW] . Furthermore, there was no natural division into "easy" and "hard" statistics. Also relevant to this investigation is the work of Wachs [Wa] . She describes new classes of word, called o--restricted growth functions, whose statistic pairs lb and ls and rs and rb are p, q-Stirling distributed. Two of the theorems in Sections 5 and 6 of this paper also follow from her work.
In this paper, we describe a general class of statistics which interpolate among these four statistics on set partitions or on non-crossing partitions. We give sufficient conditions for one of these interpolating statistics to be q-Stirling distributed, and we give new and easy proofs of the equi-distribution of the easy and hard statistics. Furthermore, these proofs naturally restrict to the non-crossing case.
We also introduce a "hard" analog of Sagan's set partition major index [Sa] and give a class of interpolating statistics. The restriction of these major indices to non-crossing partitions is also described.
The next section describes the various statistics and interpolating statistics that we discuss and sets up the terminology that we use.
Sections 3 through 7 describe the interpolating statistics for each of the pairs rs and lb, rb and ls, Is and lb, rs and rb, and rs and ls. (The last pair, rb and lb, have uninteresting interpolating statistics.) Each section tries to give sufficient conditions for two interpolating statistics to have the same distribution. Each section gives a sufficient condition for an interpolating statistic to be q-Stirling distributed.
Furthermore, since rs and lb and rb and ls are also equidistributed for non-crossing partitions, Sections 3 and 4 show how the interpolating statistics restrict to non-crossing partitions. Also, Section 4 describes a new simple bijection on set partitions which sends rs to lb, sends rb to ls, sends the location of last occurrences to the location of first occurrences, and restricts to non-crossing partitions. It therefore gives another proof of the main theorem of [WW] without using rook placements, and it gives an alternate proof of several of the theorems in [Si] .
Section 8 describes an interpolating statistic between the maj of Sagan [Sa] and a "hard" version. It also gives a proof that this hard maj is equidistributed with ls on non-crossing partitions.
Section 9 gives some final comments and conjectures, including a table describing the results of this paper for the various pairs of q-Stirling distributed statistics.
WORDS, RESTRICTED GROWTH FUNCTIONS, AND STATISTICS
Let w be a word of length n on the alphabet 1,2 ..... k. Write w = WlW 2 ---w n. A subsequence-of w, wi~ • • • wi,n, is called a subword. Suppose v is a subword of w and v' is a subword of w'. We say the subword v 582a/68/2-2 equals the subword v' if v i = v~, i = 1,..., m. We say the subword v is positionally equal to the subword v' if they are equal subwords and if v = wil "" Wire and v' = w~l "" w~m.
We will consider two special collections of words. These are RG, all restricted growth functions of length n, maximum value k, and NC c_ RG, the restricted growth functions corresponding to non-crossing partitions.
Restricted growth functions are words w such that w~ < max~ < i{wj} + 1 for every i. They are in one-to-one correspondence with set partitions (see [SW] ).
Non-crossing partitions have an obvious partition definition (see [Si] ), but we will define them as restricted growth functions such that if w~ = w s = x fori<j, thenw t>x fori<l<j. Now suppose o-~ and ~-, are functions from words to non-negative integers, parameterized by some finite index set, ~ ~ I. We may view ~r, and ~' as statistics on words.
Let J _ I. Define Thus, for example, rsx, y(w) counts the number of y's which are followed by at least one x, while /bx, y(W) counts the number of x's which are preceded by at least one y. We say that the y's to the left (right) of the rightmost (leftmost) x in w contribute to rsx, y(w) (/s~,y(w)). We also say that the x's to the right (left) of the leftmost (rightmost) y in w contribute to Ibm, y(w) (rb,, y(w) ).
For example, if w = 1211323144232, then rsl,3(w)= 2, rbl,3(w)= 4, /sl,3(w) = 3, and /bl,3(w) = 1.
Let P~ = {(x, y): 1 _< x < y < k} play the role of the index set I in the description of interpolating statistics given above. When k is fixed, write P = P~. For the example above, /b(w)= 10, /s(w)= 16, rb(w)= 19, and rs(w) = 11.
Let A _c Pk. We will usually describe A pictorially as a matrix of 0's and l's. We do not draw the main diagonal or the lower triangle. The rows of the matrix will be labeled 1, 2 .... , k -1 while the columns will be labeled 2,3 ..... k. A one in row x, column y, x < y, means that (x, y) ~A. A zero means that (x, y) ~? A. For example, the set {(1, 2), (1, 4), (2, 3)} _c P4 is described by When working with subsets of Pk, we will need to use the "exclusive union." That is, define A UB = (A °AB) U (A C3B¢).
Note that for A _cP k and (x,y)~Pk, B =A U{(x,y)} if and only if A = B U{(x, y)}.
It is not hard to see that lb, ls, rb, and rs are the same statistics described in [WW] . We refer the reader to that paper for further information about these four statistics. We summarize here the main results of that paper. For w = 1211323144232, rmaj3(w) = 6 and lmaj3(w) = 3. Now let the set [k] = {1,..., k} play the role of the index set I above. For the example above, lmaj(w) = 12 and rmaj(w) = 16.
It is also not hard to see that Imaj is the major index on set partitions of Sagan [Sa] . Note that lmaj merely sums the entries of w which have a number larger to their left, while rmaj does the same for entries with a number larger to their right.
The following theorem [Sa] is clear from the recursion (1). THEOREM 2.3 (Sagan) . )~w~RGq tmaj(w) = Sq(n, k).
In the following sections, our approach is to define a graph G, which we call a descriptive graph, whose vertices are the subsets of P. The connected components of this graph will define an equivalence relation, -This equivalence will imply equivalence in the equidistribution sense. Thus, Ee(-~) will contain subsets corresponding to q-Stirling distributed statistics. We will describe Ee(=).
We will try to do the same for non-crossing partitions, in the cases where restricting to non-crossing partitions is relevant.
INTERPOLATING

BETWEEN
FS AND
lb
We begin by defining a descriptive graph, /'l, for rs and Ib on RG. Suppose A, Bc_P. A and B are adjacent in F 1 if there is a pair (x, y) ~ P such that the following four conditions hold:
(1) B =A U{(x, y)}.
(2) For a <x, (a,x) ~A iff (a, y) ~A.
(3) Forx<a <y,(x,a)~A and (a, y) ~ A.
(4) For a > y, (x, a), (y, a) ~ A.
Note that B may replace A in Conditions (2)-(4) because of Condition (1). We say that A and B are adjacent at (x,y). Let ~r, be the corresponding equivalence relation on P.
For example, if k = 6, let x = 2 and y = 5. Let Proof. Let A and B be adjacent at (x, y). Suppose w ~ RG. Let v denote the subword of w strictly between the first y and the last x: W = "'" X "'" yvx "'" .
(If no x follows the first y, then v will be the empty word.)
The mapping a will modify v, but not the rest of w. Also, a will not change any letter of v which is not x or y. Thus, the non-x, non-y subword of v is positionally the same under a. Finally, a replaces each x in v with a y and vice versa. This mapping is clearly a bijection from RG to RG. In fact, it is an involution.
We let ~(v) refer to the subword of c~(w) between the first y and the last x.
Note. Actually, a need only swap the multiplicities of the x's and y's in v in some bijective manner. The above scheme is the simplest, but one might also do something else, such as write the (x, y) subword backwards, and swap the x's and y's.
Note. c~ preserves the location of the leftmost occurrence of each letter of w.
Note. The definition of oz depends only on x and y and not on A or B. Thus, for any sets A and B which are adjacent at (x, y), the same o~ will work.
Since the non-x, non-y subword of w is positionally equal to that of c~(w), we need only consider the contributions to rs o lb due to x and y.
Also, since c~ does not change any part of w not in v and there is at least one x after v and at least one y before v, we need only consider the contributions due to letters in v. What remains is a careful case-by-case check that the statistics change in just the right way.
For example, suppose a < x, y. If (a, x) ~ A then (a, y) ~ A (Condition (2)). But rsa, x(w) is the number of x's in w to the left of the rightmost a, while rs~.y(w) is the number of y's in w to the left of the rightmost a.
The sum of these two numbers will be the same after the multiplicities of the x's and y's are swapped.
On the other hand, if (a, x) ~ A then (a, y) ~ A (Condition (2)). But then lba, x(w) and lba, y(w) are independent of the x's and y's in v.
We omit verification of the other cases. Note that a (or any of its obvious "cousins") applied to a non-crossing partition does not always yield a non-crossing partition: if x = 1 and y = 3, a(123321) = 123121. For non-crossing partitions, we will need a descriptive graph, F 2, with fewer edges.
Suppose A,B___P. A and B are adjacent in F 2 if there is a pair (x, y) ~ P such that the following four conditions hold:
(1') Same as (1) above.
(2') Same as (2) above.
(3') Same as (3) above.
(4') For every b > y, (a,b) ¢?A for x < a < y.
As before, we say A and B are adjacent at (x, y) and we define ~__ r2 as the corresponding equivalence relation on P.
We now describe the relationship between ,~ NC and ~. r2 Proof.
We try to construct a bijection /3 similar to the a in Theorem 3.1. Let A and B be adjacent in/"2 at ix, y). Suppose w ~ NC. Again, let v denote the part of w strictly between the first y and the last x. Because of the non-crossing condition, there will be no y's after the last x.
As before, the mapping/3 will modify v, but not the rest of w. However, /3 will change the positions of some of the non-x and non-y letters in v. We let /3(v) refer to the subword of/3(w) between the first y and the last X.
First, v will contain no letters smaller than x (because of the non-crossing condition).
Second, the subword of v of letters larger than x and y will be positionally equal to the subword of /3(v) of letters larger than x and y. Note that if b > y, then the b's in v are not separated by any a < y. A case-by-case check reveals that /3 maps NC to NC. In fact, /3 is an involution.
Again, note that the location of the first occurrences of the letters is preserved, and that /3 does not depend upon A.
Since/3 does not change any part of w not in v and there is at least one x after v and at least one y before v, we need only consider the contributions due to letters in v. However, because the non-x, non-y subword of v has changed positionally, we have to consider non-x, non-y pairs.
For example, suppose x < a _< y < b. Then by Condition (4'), (a, b) A. But the contribution of v to lba, b(w) is the number of a's in v to the right of the leftmost b of w. Since the location of the b's is unchanged, the sum of these contributions over all such a will be the number of letters in v to the right of the leftmost b and < y.
As in Theorem 3.1, we omit the other cases. | Also, we conjecture that for n large enough, if A ~ Rc ,solbB then NC A "" rIB and if A '~ rso lb B then A ~" F2B.
We would now like to extend /3 to all partitions, but /3 does not extend naturally. To extend /3, we must decide what to do with letters a < x in the subword v. Leaving them in place (as we do with the b > y) does not work, nor does treating them like b between x and y. A simple example illustrates this. Let w = 12342311442. Let A = {(1, 2), (1, 4),(2, 3)} and x = 2 and y = 4. Then rs o lbA(w) = 10. If we declare that the l's will be left alone, and proceed as for/3, we get 12342211342, with rs o lb B = 11. If we treat the l's like the 3 in the description of/3, we get 12342231142, and again rs o lb B = 11.
The simplest "fix-up" would seem to be to use a whenever an a, a < x, appears in the subword v, and to use/3 (appropriately extended, since the b such that x < b < y no longer have to lie between a single block of y's and a single block of x's) whenever no such a appears. This is what we do. THEOREM 3.3. Suppose A and B are adjacent in I" 2 at (x, y) . Then there is a bijection y from RG to RG such that rs o/bA(w) = rs o lbB(y(w)) and which restricts to a bijection from NC to NC.
Proof. Suppose v contains an a, a < x. Then y(w) = a(w). Suppose v contains no such a. We extend the bijection /3 described in the proof of Theorem 3.2. Again, we do not change the letters in v larger than y. We need only find a bijection (preferably an involution) such that (1) the subword of letters between x and y is unchanged, (2) the multiplicities of the x's and y's swap, and (3) it reduces to the /3 of Theorem 3.2 in the non-crossing case. Then we merely follow the steps in the proof of Theorem 3.2.
We describe such a bijection in five steps, and give an example. Write V = V 1 "'" V m and ,/(v) = v' = u' 1 ... v m.
(1) Letters larger than y are positionally unchanged.
(2) Label the positions of the a's in v such that x < a _< y: rl < r 2 < ...<rp.
(3) Place the x's and y's in 7(v) as follows:
x, if Vr,,_j+ 1 = y.
(4) Label the positions of the a's in v such that x < a < y: s 1 < s 2 < • .. < Sq. Label the positions in v' not occupied by an x, a y, or a b, b>y:tl<t2<
For example, if x = 1, y --4 and v --42353314522343, then 7(v) = 21353314522331.
We now concentrate on the component of F l containing the empty set. Abbreviate Ee( ~ rl) by Ee. We will give an exact characterization of E o.
Let A (x) denote the matrix obtained by deleting row x, {(x, x + 1), (x, x + 2),..., (x, k)} and column x, {(1, x), (2, x) ..... (x -1, x)}. We view A (x) as a subset of Pk-l"
We say A is F-reducible at x if row x is all O's and the triangle {(a, b): 1 _< a < b _< x}, above row x and left of column x + 1, is all l's. Note that if A is F-reducible at x, then it is not F-reducible at y, for any other yg:x.
We say A is F-regular if it is F-reducible at x and A (x) is F-regular. In this case, we say A is F-regular at x. Let JTk[F] denote the set of F-regular subsets of Pk.
Here is an example of an A in P6 which is F-regular at 3:
(Properties of F-regularity). (1) A is F-regular if and only if A avoids 1 o o 1 and o l 1 ' . O' 1 "
(2) A is F-regular if and only if it corresponds to a permutation which avoids 312.
(5) The number of F-regular subsets of Pk is C k, the kth Catalan number.
(6) P and Q are F-regular.
Proof Property (1) may be proved by induction. Property (2) follows from the remarks in Section 2. Properties (3) and (4) follow easily from Property (1). The permutations described in Property (2) are called "stack permutations" (see [SW] ) and are counted by the Catalan number. Property (6) is immediate.
We also wish to identify F-regular subsets with another set of objects counted by the Catalan numbers. From a F-regular subset A, we construct a partition A = (A 1 < A 2 _< •. • < A~_1), with A i < i. These partitions are exactly the integer partitions which "fit" inside a stairstep shape (1, 2,..., k -1), and are well known to be enumerated by the Catalan number (see [SW] ).
Simply let Ak_ 1 = x, where A is F-regular at x, and define the rest of A inductively. This construction guarantees the containment condition A i < i and Properties (3) and (4) will guarantee that A is weakly increasing. This construction is also clearly reversible--use A1 .... , Ak_ 2 to construct A (x) and choose x = A v For example, if k = 6 and A is described in the example above, then A = (0,0,1,3,3).
For A ~i'k[F], let A(A) denote this partition. Note that A(A) can be read off the 0-1 matrix of A by simply writing down the number of O's in each row and sorting. | Note that A(P) = (0,0,...,0) while A(•) = (k -1, k -2,..., 1). (6)). We now consider an edge in F1, and note that F-regularity is transported across this edge. This is easily demonstrated by using Lemma 3.4(1). Now suppose A is F-regular at z. We will construct a B which is adjacent to A in F 1 at (x, y), with (x, y) ~ A so that IB[ = IA] -1. Then iterating produces a path in F1 from A to O, so that A ~ Ee.
Let (x, y) be the "largest" element of A, i.e., if (a, b) ~ Pk and a > x or a =x and b >y, then (a,b)q~A. Let B =A U{(x,y)}. Then A is adjacent to B at (x, y). This can be seen by checking Conditions (1)-(4) in the edge definition of F1, and using Lemma 3.4(1). For example, (a, x) and (a, y) must both be in A or both not be in A, for a < x, or else A would contain 1 0 or 0 1
Proof. The proof of Theorem 3.5 can be easily modified. | THEOREM 3.8. The number of chains of subsets in P~, ~J = A o c A i c • .. cA(~),, = Pk such thatAx+ 1 andA x are adjacent in F 1 is the number of standard tableaux of shifted stairstep shape (k -1, k -2,..., 1) (see [Sa] for definitions). This will be the same if F 2 replaces F 1.
Proof Work inductively from Pk. Note that Pk is only adjacent in F 1 (and F 2) to A(k2)_ 1, with (k -1, k) ¢A(~)_~. Now suppose Aj is a "shifted shape." Then the edge definition of F 1 (or F 2) assures that Ay_l will also be of "shifted shape." | W.hile Theorem 3.8 describes the paths from Pk to Q~, we can actually characterize the edges inside Ee( ~ 5). Proof. If A is adjacent to B in F 1 then clearly A(A) is adjacent to A(B) in Young's lattice.
Suppose A is adjacent to B at (x, y) and that (x, y) • A. Repeated F-reductions will create A and /3 adjacent at (x', x' + 1), with ~[ Freducible at x' + 1. Thus rows x' and x' + 1 of/[, and the corresponding rows of A, will have the same number of 0's.
On the other hand, suppose A(A) is adjacent to A(B) in Young's lattice and the part increased (say in going from A(A) to A(B)) is a repeated part. We may assume this part is the largest part of A(A), since F-reductions always remove the largest part (Properties (3) and (4) of Lemma 3.4). But then properties (3) and (4) of Lemma 3.4 guarantee that this part will correspond to a row of 0's and its copy will be the row directly above, with one 1 and the rest 0's. It is clear that that 1 may be changed to a 0 to get an edge in F 1. | The other equivalence classes are different for ,.~ r2 and ~ r~. In fact, the first place where this occurs is for k = 4, A = {(1, 2), (2, 4)}, and B = {(1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 4)}. Then A and B are adjacent in F 1 at (1, 3), but Nc not in F 2. Furthermore, A '~ r, otb B for n = 7.
INTERPOLATING BETWEEN rb AND IS
In this section we consider the interpolating statistic rb o ls A. This statistic will be based on a new bijection on RG. This new bijection, called /.~, will provide complete proofs to both Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 simultaneously.
For w • RG and 1 < i < n, define 
, lSn(W))
the /s-vector. We abbreviate rh(w) and Is(w) with rb and Is. Also, we abbreviate rbi(w) and lsi(w) with rb i and ls i. Note that is completely determines w. However, rh does not determine w; more information is needed.
As an example, if w = 121344335441112, rb=(4,3,4,2,1,1,2,2,0,0,0,1,1,1,0) ls = (0,1,0,2,3,3,2,2,4,3,3,0,0,0,1).
For any word w • RG, define the first occurrence set as
In particular, note that Isi(w)= w i -1. Also, note that rb(w)= rbl(W) + ." +rb,,(w) and /s(w) =/Sl(W) + "" +/s~(w). We call the vector Similarly, define the last occurrence set as
Also, define the "reversed" set: for S E In], let S b = {n + 1 -i: i ~ S}. Thus, for the w above, L(w) = {1, 2, 4, 5, 9} and Rb(w) = {1, 2, 5, 7, 8}. We write
Also, we abbreviate L(w), R(w), li(w), and ri(w) with L, R, li, and r i. The additional information needed to construct w from rb is R. This is because (rbrl , rbr2,..., rbrk) forms an inversion vector from which wq .... , Wrk may be constructed. The rest of w may then be easily recovered.
Not just any vector with non-negative integer entries may serve as an rb-vector. First, it must be a "restricted decay" function. That is, rb i >_~ minj<i{rb j -1}. Second, the value at any location must satisfy rb i < [{rj E R: rj _> i}1. We call this second condition the "inversion condition."
We now give the construction of/x. One of/x's properties is LQz(w)) = Rb(w). Thus write lj = n -rk_j+ 1 + 1 for j = 1,2 .... ,k. This will be L for/~(w). We now describe how to construct Is for/z(w) from rb for w and from this L. We first place all the (k-1)'s in this vector, then the (k -2)'s, etc.
Suppose we have placed the (k -1)'s, (k -2)'s .... , (x + 1)'s. Here is how we insert the x's. Place the leftmost x in position lx+ 1. If there are j entries in rb between the first x and the second x which are smaller than x, skip the first j unused positions to the right of that first x and then place the next x. Repeat this process for the number of entries < x between the second and third x's in rb. Continue until the number of x's placed is the same as the number of x's in rb.
Here is the sequence of partially constructed Is for the example above. We use the symbol * to mark positions yet to be filled. (1) /x is a bijection on RG;
(2) L(/x(w)) = Rb(w);
(3) ls(~(w)) = rb(w);
(4) lb(/x(w)) = rs(w);
(5) /x is a bijection on NC.
Note that in the example above, rb(w)= 22 and rs(w)= 20 while ls(/x(w)) = 22 and lb(/x(w)) = 20.
Proof. We must first verify that tx is well-defined. In particular, how do we know we do not "run out of room" when inserting any particular letter? This is because all the (k -1)'s in rb will be to the right of position rl, and they will be placed to the left of l k. Similarly, all the (k -2)'s in rb will be to the right of r2, and they will be placed to the left of l k_ 1-Furthermore, is clearly has the restricted growth property, so that it corresponds to (by adding one to each entry) an element of RG. To see that Iz is a bijection, we describe its inverse. Starting with the /s-vector of an element of RG, construct the desired rb-vector as follows. Suppose k -1, k -2 .... , x + 1 have all been placed. Place an x in the first available location (from the left). Place the second x by counting the number of entries in Is between the leftmost x and second leftmost x which are smaller than x, and skipping that many available positions. Repeat this for the rest of the x's.
We must verify that the vector so constructed is the rb vector for some element of RG. But the restricted decay condition is clear from the construction. The first occurrence set can be determined from the ls vector, and that determines the last occurrence set of the rb vector. The inversion condition then follows from an argument similar to that in the first paragraph of this proof.
Thus, we have shown (1) and (2) above. Property (3) is immediate from the construction: the ls vector is a rearrangement of the rb vector.
Next, we show Property (4). Define lb i and rs i in a manner similar to the definitions of ls i and rb i. If lj < i < li+ 1, then ls i + lb i =j -1. But if r~_j < i < rk_j+l, then rb i + rs i =j -1. Then Property (4) will follow from Properties (2) and (3).
Finally, note that an element of RG is in NC if and only if rb 1 > rb 2 >_ • " > rb~. Suppose w ~ NC. Since its rb-vector is weakly decreasing, the x's in this vector will not be separated by smaller values. Therefore the same condition will hold for the/s-vector of/x(w) and this is the non-crossing condition. Conversely, if /x(w) is non-crossing, its ls vector will be non-crossing, which means no pair of x's will be separated by a smaller value. Therefore, in constructing the rb-vector of w, each value will occupy contiguous positions, starting from the left. Hence, a weakly decreasing rb vector will be constructed. |
As an example of Property (5) is also non-crossing.
To give a non-crossing version of our interpolating theorem, we need some technical properties of/x. Suppose w is a non-crossing partition. Define the connected components of w as follows. Let w = (w 1 .... , wn). Suppose i is the largest index such that w i --1. Then the first connected component is the word (wl .... , wi). Note that the non-crossing condition implies that the smallest letter in (Wi+l,...,wn) is greater than the largest letter in the first component. Thus (wi+ 1,..., w~) is just another non-crossing partition, so the remaining components are defined recursively. For example, the non-crossing partition above has three connected components: 1233241, 565, and 789977. The reader is referred to [Si] for further information about connected components. We will refer to the ith connected component. In the example above, the second connected component is 565. The length of any component is the length of the corresponding word. Thus, the third component has length 6.
LEMMA 4.2. If W ~ NC and w has c components, then ~(w) also has c components, and the length of the ith component of/z(w) is the length of the (c -i + 1)th component of w.
Proof. This fact follows easily from the construction of/z. | In the example above, /x(w) also has three components. The first component has length 6.
We may now give our interpolating theorems. Let S be a subset of We cannot substitute NC for RG in this proof because the non-crossing condition may be destroyed. However, we may modify the way we interleave w ~a) and w~). Proof. The proof proceeds like the proof of Theorem 4.3. If w ~ NC, let w ~') denote the subword of w consisting of all letters > a, and let w<,) be the subword consisting of all letters < a. Note that w ~'~ satisfies the non-crossing condition within its range of values. Note also that the only places in w where letters < a may occur after the first a is between connected components of w ~').
To define/~, we do not fix W<a ). Instead, those portions of w~,) between components of w <') are placed between the corresponding components of ~(w~a)). This will assure the non-crossing condition. Since the subwords w<,) and/~(w <')) are still the same, the remainder of the proof is the same as the proof of Theorem 4.3. I Using a technique similar to that in the proof of Theorem 3.3, we obtain this theorem. THEOREM 4.5. For each a = 1 .... , k, there is a bijection i~ a from RG to RG such that rb o lse<o~(w)= rb o/s~(~a(w)) and which restricts to a bijection from NC to NC.
Proof. If w (") is not non-crossing, then use the/G in Theorem 4.3. If w ~) is non-crossing, then we interleave w(~) with/~(w (a)) in a manner similar to the proof of Theorem 3.3. Let m be the length of w (~). In/~(w) we make the subword of letters > a equal to ~(w(a)). We also make the subword of letters < a equal to w~a). The number of letters < a between letters i and i + 1 of/z(w (~)) will be equal to the number of letters < a between letters m -i and m -i + 1 of w ~) in w. This will completely define t~. Lemma 4.2 implies that in the non-crossing case, letters < a between blocks of w (~) will correspond to letters < a between blocks of I A descriptive graph, A, for RG may be defined as follows. Suppose A, B __G P. Say A and B are adjacent in A if there is an x such that the following four conditions hold:
(1) (a,b)~A,B fora <b,a <x, and b>x.
(2) (x,b) ~A and (x, b) ~ B for all b > x.
(3) (a,b)~A fora <b and a >x.
(4) (a,b)~A if and only if(a,b)~B for a <b <x.
The equivalency defined by the connected components of this graph will be denoted ,.., A
We then have this analog to Theorem 3.1.
RG
THEOREM 4.6. IrA "" aB then A "~ rbols B.
Proof. The proof proceeds much like the proof of Theorem 4.3. Note A that if A and B are adjacent, then they are ~ to a set Q which agrees with A and B for (a, b), a < x, but which has 0's in the lower triangular portion of the matrix ((a, b) , a > x). The bijection/x is then applied to the subword of letters > x to show A and B have the same distribution as Q.
!
This same graph may be used to give a theorem for NC similar to Theorem 3.2. However, while we conjecture that the conditions in Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and 4.6 exactly describe the appropriate interpolating statistic adjacency, empirical evidence suggests that replacing RG with NC in Theorem 4.6 does not give an exact description of "~ NC In fact, Interpolating between the other four pairs of statistics would seem, at first glance, not as interesting. First, lb and rs seem naturally related, and rs is the statistic which arises in the orthogonal polynomial setting [St] . Second, whatever interpolation scheme arises will not carry over to noncrossing partitions, since these pairs of statistics are not equidistributed on NC. Third, the interpolation must be between statistics with different distribution generating functions: Sq(n, k) and Sq(n, k).
Furthermore, Is and lb are the two "easy" statistics. That their relationship is nontrivial and interesting is very surprising.
As in Section 3, k and n are fixed throughout this section and P = Pk" We begin with a descriptive graph, H.
For letters 1 < x < y < z < k and for A _c P, let cx(A) (or just c x) denote the number of l's in column x of the matrix of A and let rx[y, z](A) (or just r~iy, z ]) denote the number of l's in row x from column y to column z (inclusive).
Again for letters 1 _< x < y _< z _< k and for A __ P, let A(x ' y, ~) We say A,B__P are adjacent in H at (x,y) if the following two conditions hold:
(1) B=A(x,y,y )U{(x,y)};
(2) c~(A) -rx [x+l,yl(A) 
We say A, B _c P are adjacent in H at (x, y, z) if the following two conditions hold: (x, y, z) ), then B is adjacent to A at (x, y) ( resp. (x, y, z) ).
(2) If A is adjacent to B at (x, y) (resp. (x, y, z) ), then P-A is adjacent to P -B at (x, y) (resp. (x, y, z) ).
(3) A can be adjacent to itself at (x, y, z) .
(4) If A is adjacent to B at (x, y), then IB[ = IAI +_ 1; if A is adjacent to B at (x, y, z) , then IB] = IAI.
(5) IrA is adjacent to B in F 1 at (x, y) , then A is adjacent to B in II at (x,y) .
Proof. These properties are immediate from the definitions. [ We use .~ r/ to denote the corresponding equivalence. The remainder of the proof is a painstaking case-by-case verification that the statistic is indeed modified as advertised across the//-adjacency, and we omit it. |
The very technical nature of adjacency is discomforting. We have tried unsuccessfully to simplify the definitions of edges in H. Our simplifications have usually led to the same component containing Q, but the other components have broken up.
Also, we are less confident in conjecturing that the converse of Theorem 5.2 holds. However, we know of no counterexample.
Finally, one might suspect unnatural components from such a graph. Surprisingly, this is not so. In our computer investigations, the component sizes are all numbers with relatively large numbers of factors. For example, for k = 5, the sizes come from the numbers 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 18, 24, 36, 48, 60, 72, 96, and 120. In fact, the component containing Q and P is very nice indeed. First, we need a definition.
Let .4 _ Pk. Again, view A as a triangular array of O's and l's. Let 1 < x _< k. Recall that A (x) denotes the array obtained by the removal of column x and row x. We say A is H-reducible at x if column x is entirely l's and row x is entirely O's. Note that if .4 is H-reducible at x, it cannot be //-reducible at any other y, y ~ x. We say .4 is H-regular if it is H-reducible at x and A (x) is//-regular. In this case, we say A is H-regular at x. Here is an example of a //-regular set A. (2) A is H-regular if and only if it is the inversion table for a permutation.
(3) If A is H-regular, then P -A is H-regular.
(4) IrA is H-regular at x 4= 1, then there is an a, 1 < a < x, such that A has all l's in column a and all O's in row a to the left of column x.
(5) IrA is F-regular, then it is H-regular. Thus there are at least k! interpolating q-Stifling distributed statistics between Is and lb.
Proof. Suppose A ~ Ee. If A = •, then A is //-regular. We now consider an edge in H, and show that //-regularity is transported across that edge. This can be demonstrated by a case-by-case analysis of the two avoided submatrices in Theorem 5.3(1) and the two kinds of//-regularity. We give just one example of this analysis.
Suppose Next, suppose A is //-regular. We will show that there is a path in H from A to Q. This will complete the proof.
We proceed by induction on k. Suppose A =g O has m l's. We will construct a B adjacent to A with m -1 l's. Iterating will give the desired path.
Suppose A and /~ are adjacent elements of P~_ 1. We may attach a row of O's to the top of A and /~ to create two elements of Pk which are also adjacent.
Thus, suppose A has its first row all O's. Remove this row (i.e., construct A(1)). Then A (1) is H-regular and has m l's. By induction, there will be a /7 adjacent to A (1) with m -1 l's. Let B be /7 with a top row of O's added, Then B is adjacent to A and has m -1 l's. Now suppose A has a 1 in the first row and suppose A is /-/-regular at b v~ 1, Let a be the column chosen by Theorem 5.3(4). Column a will be all l's and the row of a will be all 0's up to column b. Then A has an adjacency at (a, b). Since the (a, b) entry of A is 1, the adjacent array B will have m -1 l's. | These same k! statistics which interpolate between lb and ls have also been constructed by Wachs in a different context [Wa].
INTERPOLATING BETWEEN rb AND rs
The subsets of Pg which interpolate between rb and rs have a surprisingly simple description.
Recall that Ps denotes the rows of P indexed by S _ {1, 2 ..... k -1}. We will abuse notation and let S stand for Ps. Thus, rb ors s will mean rborses.
In our matrix notation, the set Ps when S = {2, 3, 5} and k = 6 is given and 1 0 Or they may be described as matrices which correspond to 0" permutations which avoid 312 and 213. We will need two bijections. The first is /x from Section 4. The second bijection has these properties. LEMMA 6.1. There is a bijection • from RG to RG such that (1) /b(z(w))= ls(w)-(k2);
(2) ~is an involution on RG; and (3) L(~-(w)) = L(w).
Proof. The construction of ~-is trivial. Outside of L(w), replace w i by m i -w i + 1, where mg is the maximum in w to the left of position i. This is clearly a bijection with the three properties above. Piecing together Lemma 6.1 and Theorem 4.1, we have the following.
LEMMA 6.2. There is a bijection cr from RG to RG such that
(2) cr is an involution on RG; and
(3) R(cr(w)) = R(w).
Proof. Let o-=/x-1o~-otx. | Suppose S c [k -1] such that y, y + 1,..., k -1 ~ S. Then we say S is y-complete. If S is y-complete, let S y = S -{y, y + 1 ..... k -1}. LEMMA 6.3. Suppose S is y-complete. Then there is a bijection cry from RG to RG such that rb°rss'(crY(w))=rb°rss(W) -( k-y+2 1).
Note that if S is 1-complete, then cr~ = cr will work, by Lemma 6.2.
Proof. To construct cry, leave all the letters in w smaller than y alone and apply or to the subword of letters > y.
For pairs (a, b) with a < b < y, the contribution to the left and right sides of the theorem will be the same since a ~ S iff a ~ S;.
For a < y and a ~ S, the contribution to both sides of the theorem from all b > y will be the number of elements of R(w) to the right of a, which is unchanged by Lemma 6.2(3).
For a <y and a ~S, the contribution from all b>y will be the number of such b to the left of the rightmost a, which is the same for both sides. Lemma 6.2(1) accounts for the contribution of pairs (a, b) with y _< a<b. I
We conclude this section with a description of Ee( '~ Rc Proof. From Lemma 6.3, to prove the first part, all we need to do is show that any subset S can be reached from Q or from {1, 2,..., k -1} via a sequence of Y. But this is clear by induction on k. If 1 ff S, use induction to find a sequence of ~ which transform S into Q, considered as subsets of {2,3,...,k-1}. These same ~ will transform S into 0, considered as subsets of {1, 2 .... , k -1}.
If 1 ~ S, use induction to find a sequence of y which transform S -{1} into {2, 3 ..... k -1}, considered as subsets of {2, 3,..., k -1}. The same will transform S into {1,2,...,k-1}, considered as subsets of {1, 2 ..... k -1}. Then use Lemma 6.2 to reach Q.
Note that the sequence of y used to reach S from Q will be the inverse of the sequence of ~ used to reach S c from [k ~-1]. Thus, ~-is obtained by a sequence of o-y's, followed by ~ from Lemma 6.2, followed by the inverse of the sequence of the o-y's. Then r will be an involution by Lemma 6.2(2).
!
Thus, for example, if S = {1, 2, 5} and k = 9, then the following sequence of o-y's may be used to reach 0: S ~? ',{1,2,5,6,7,8} ~5{1,2} ~-1 {1,2,3,4,5,6,7 ,8} ~-L ~ Q.
In her investigation of the classes of words that have p, q-Stifling distribution, Wachs [Wa] has described permutations whose inverses correspond to the sets Ps. These are called max-rain permutations. She thus gives an alternate proof of Theorem 6.4.
While we are confident that the sets Ps give the only q-Stirling distributed statistics which interpolate between rs and rb, we have not been able to prove this. Furthermore, we have no descriptive graph, even Ra though there are sets A "~ rbo rs B for which rb ors A and rb o rsB are not q-Stirling distributed.
INTERPOLATING BETWEEN FS AND IS
We begin with another descriptive graph, F 3. Suppose A, B c Pk. We say A and B are adjacent in F 3 if there is an x, 1 < x < k, such that the following five conditions hold:
(1) Fora <x,(a,x)~Aiff(a,x+ 1)~A.
(2) (x,x+ 1)~A and(x,x+ 1)~B.
(3) (x + 1, b)~A and(x,b) ffB for b >x + 1.
(4) (x,b) cA iff(x + 1, b) ~B for b >x + 1.
(5) A and B agree except for Conditions (2), (3), and (4) above. FI We use ~-to denote the corresponding equivalence. If A and B are adjacent as above, we say they are adjacent at x. There is an implied direction to this adjacency which we generally ignore. Note that A and B differ in size by 1.
Thus, for example, let 
RG
We will show that the components of F 3 describe "~ rsots" Our bijection will be built up from a bijection for the k = 2 case. For an element w of RG when k = 2, let/i(w) and/2(w) denote the indices of the leftmost 1 and the leftmost 2, respectively. Let rl(w) and r2(w) denote the indices of the rightmost 1 and the rightmost 2, respectively. LEMMA 7.1. Let k = 2. There is a bijection Oo from RG to RG such that:
(1) /s(00(w)) = rs(w) + 1;
(2) if rl(w) >/2(w) then/2(00(w)) =/2(w) and r2(00(w)) = rl(w); and
(3) if rl(w) </2(w) then 12(0o(W)) =/2(w) and r2(0o(W)) = &(w).
Proof. The following algorithm describes ~b 0. We leave it to the reader to verify the properties.
If w has a 1 which follows a 2 then switch l's and 2% starting at position n, and working to the left, until a 1 is switched to a 2.
If w does not have a 1 which follows a 2, switch all the 2's, except for the leftmost, to l's.
Thus, the 0o(111212221222) = 111212222111 and ~o(1112222) = 1112111. II THEOREM 7.2. IrA "~" r3B then A "~ Ra rsolsB"
Proof Suppose A is adjacent to B at x, with (x,x+ 1)~A. We construct a bijection 0 from RG to RG such that rsols~(O(w))= rs o lSA(W) + 1 for any w ~ RG. Now for w E RG, let wx, x+ 1 denote the subword of x and x + 1. Then will leave all letters ~ x, x + 1 unchanged and will apply 00 from Lemma 7.1 to wx, ~ + 1.
Clearly, ~ is a bijection from RG to RG. also, the statistic remains unchanged for pairs of letters which do not involve x or x + 1.
Once again, a case-by-case analysis is required for pairs of letters which involve x or x+ 1. For example, if b>x+ 1 and (x,b) cA, then (x + 1, b) E B and rsx, b(w) will be the number of b's between the leftmost x + 1 and rightmost x. The properties of Lemma 7.1 guarantee that this will be the same as rsx+l,b(~(w)), the number of b's between the leftmost x + 1 and the rightmost x + 1 in q~(w).
We omit the remaining cases. | However, while/"3 is different from F 1 or F2, Eo( ~ r3) is the same as Eo ( ~, rl)and E~(-~ r2).
Proof As in the proof of Theorem 3.5, we begin by showing that F-regularity is transported across edges of F 3. Again, we use Lemrna 3.4(1) and do a case-by-case check of the avoided subrnatrices. Now suppose A is F-regular at x + 1. We will construct a B which is adjacent to A at x, so that IBI = IAI -1. Iterating produces a path to P. But Properties (3) and (4) of Lemrna 3.4 guarantee that condition (1) of the edge definition is met. B is then constructed by the rest of the conditions in the edge definition. | As in /"1, we can describe the edges in the E o equivalence class. A(B) in Young's lattice, and the part decreased is not a repeated part.
THEOREM 7.4. Suppose A, B ~ ~k[ F]. Then A is adjacent to B in F 3 if and only if A(A) is adjacent to
Proof. If A is adjacent to B then clearly A(A) is adjacent to A(B) in
Young's lattice.
Suppose A is adjacent to B at x and that (x, x + 1) ~A. Then B is /"-regular at x. Row x has k -x 0's, which is the largest part of A(B), and the part which is decreased. If it were a repeated part, there would be a row above x with k -x 0's. But this is impossible because by Property (1) of the edge definition of F 3, both A and B have all l's in column x + 1 above row x.
On the other hand, suppose A(A) is adjacent to A(B) in Young's lattice and the part decreased (say in going from A(B) to A(A)) is not a repeated part. We may assume this part is the largest part of A(A), since F-reductions always remove the largest part. Since this part is not repeated, Properties (3) and (4) of Lemma 3.4 guarantee that Property (1) of the edge definition of F 3 will be met. II Theorems 7.4 and 3.9 show that the internal structures of Eo( ~ vl) and Eo( "" c3) are the same.
If a is a partition, denote by a' the conjugate partition. For A e~k[F], let A' denote the set such that A(A') = (A(A))'. Note that A' e,.C'k[F] too. Proof. In Young's lattice, the conditions "the part increased is repeated" and "the part decreased is not repeated" are conjugate conditions. |
hTlaj AND rmaj
We begin with a theorem which describes the interpolation between the "hard" maj, rmaj, and the "easy" maj, Imaj. Clearly, lrnaj(u(w)) = rmaj(w) -1. Note that the type (the number of l's and the number of 2's) remains unchanged.
Next, define ux as follows. Leave the letters < x alone. Apply v to the letters > x, by considering x's as l's and non-x's as 2's. Do this so that the subword of letters 2> x is equal to the original subword of letters > x. For example, v3( 11212334356511535633) = 11212333435311655536.
Let A' be any subset of [x-1] . Let A=A'W{x,x+ 1,...,k} and B =A' U {x + 1, x + 2,..., k}. We show that rmajo lmajs(vx(w) ) = rmajo lmajA(w ) --x.
Note that the contribution from A' will be the same on both sides of this equation, since the subword of letters < x is positionally unchanged and since u x only modifies letters _> x.
The contribution of letters > x will also be unchanged, since the subword of letters > x is unchanged.
Finally, the contribution of x will be as required because v was applied to the letters > x, with x playing the role of 1. Note that we could also begin with lmaj and use u-1 to construct our bijection. Also note that these bijections preserve the type of the restricted growth function.
rtrmaj(w) = Sq(n, k).
COROLLARY 8.2. Ew ~ Re
While lmaj is not equidistributed with either ls or lb on NC, rmaj is equidistributed with ls on NC. Also, note that rmaj(w) is the sum of the letters in the subwords v s. For each i = 1 .... , t, let v" denote the word obtained from v i by adding 1 to each letter. Then , ,. , = 11...lv11...1v 2 ..vtl...1.
J l J2 Jt + i
Clearly rt(w) ~ NC, since the l's have been inserted between the blocks of the remaining letters. Also, /s07(w)) is the sum of the letters in the subwords v u Finally, rl is a bijection: From any word in NC, determine the blocks of the subword of letters larger than 1. These blocks are the v'. The l's must appear between these blocks and their multiplicities determine the Ji" These, in turn, determine the v, and u. | 
FURTHER REMARKS
The last possible interpolation, between rb and lb, gives no theorem. In fact, we conjecture that the equivalence class of ,~ Rc which is rb o lb q-Stirling distributed has just two members, rb and lb themselves, and all the other classes have just one member. We summarize the results of Sections 3-7 in Table I . The columns of the table are labeled by the six possible interpolating pairs.
The first row of the table identifies the theorem that gives a descriptive graph. In five of the cases, we conjecture that this graph completely describes the statistic equivalence classes. In the sixth case, rs o rb, we do not have a descriptive graph.
The second row of the table identifies the theorem that describes the most important component, Eo, of the descriptive graph. Note that even though we have no descriptive graph in the rs orb case, we still can describe the component which contains the empty set. In all these cases, we conjecture that this component contains the only q-Stifling distributed statistics of that interpolation type. Note that in every case, this component can be described as matrices which avoid certain submatrices. In every case, the matrices avoid 1 0 and 1 0 1 0, so that each such matrix is the inversion table for a permutation which avoids certain patterns. The next rows indicate which patterns are avoided. We do not have a general explanation for this phenomenon.
The next row gives the size of this component (assuming words of length n, maximum value k).
The next row identifies the theorem that gives a descriptive graph for the non-crossing case. Again, this is a sufficient condition for equidistribution, but conjectured to be necessary. In four of the cases, the two statistics are not equidistributed, so no condition is given. In the rb o Is case, we do not have a descriptive graph.
The last row gives the theorem that describes the component Ee in the non-crossing case. In the rs o lb case, it is the same as the restricted growth case, and that is conjectured to be the best possible. In the rb o ls case, it is also the same as the restricted growth case, but it is not the best possible. As noted in Section 4, sets not described by this theorem have statistics with the same distribution as the class Ee.
The data we have obtained in our investigations have led us to other conjectures. For example, the equivalence classes described in Sections 3 and 5 seem to have interesting dominating properties.
Conjecture 9.1. The q-Stirling number Sq(n, k) lexicographically dominates the statistic generating function for all the other equivalence classes of '~ rsnaotb-That is, for any A _c P, let v i = the number of words in RG with/b(w) = i and let u i = the number of words in RG with rs o lbA(W) = i. Then the vector (v I, v 2 .... ) is lexicographically larger than the vector (Ul, u2,... ). A similar result holds for ls o lb. Conjecture 9.2. For each pair of statistics, the q-Stirling distributed equivalence class is the largest class.
Even though Theorem 4.1 gives us a simultaneous RG and NC proof of the joint distribution theorems, the interpolating scheme used in this paper does not give interpolating statistics with the same joint distribution.
RG RG A ~ NClbB, and A Thus, even though A '~ rsolb B, A ~ rbols B, o NC rbots B' the joint distribution obtained by using rs and rb on A and lb and ls on A ~ is different from the joint distribution obtained by using rs and rb on B and Ib and ls on B °.
We can adapt our techniques to Mahonian statistics on permutations. For instance, Inv can be thought of as a sum of Inv,,j, where Invi. j counts pairs (i, j) which are out of order in a word. The analogous statistic adapted from Maj gives the Zeilberger Z statistic [Ze] . Thus, we can ask which A _ P give Mahonian statistics. These statistics would interpolate between Inv and Z. Indeed, there appears to be a non-trivial collection of such statistics, but the only proof we could find was similar to the proofs of Sections 4 and 6. That is, it used the fact that Z and Inv are equidistributed to prove that these interpolating statistics are Mahonian.
One might ask if it is possible to interpolate among all four statistics at once. Indeed, this is possible. We may use any one of Ib, ls, rb, or rs on any pair (x, y) in P. For the most part, our theorems predicted the statistics which are q-Stirling distributed. However, there are a few anomalies. For example, for k = 4, assign (1, 2) to Ib; (1, 3) and (1, 4) to rs; (2, 3) and (2, 4)to ls; and (3, 4) to rb. The resulting statistic appears to have q-Stirling distribution.
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